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Why did you choose aviation as a career? 
I think it’s because when I was younger when I was probably about 14 it was just something I started 
randomly and then I ended up being kinda good at it and I wasn’t good at sports or too outgoing so when I 
started flying it was just something I really loved and I wanted to keep doing it. 
 
What do you mean by “randomly started”? 
My grandfather bought my dad a flying lesson and my mom was like: “Oh no, you’re not going” to my 
dad. For some reason her logic was that “My dad can’t go flying but my son can go flying” and somehow 
I got the flight lesson out of it and so I went flying and really liked it. 
  
Is your grandfather a pilot? 
Yea, he’s a recreational pilot so he doesn’t have his full private pilot’s licence. 
 
What is your end goal for your career? 
If I could be flying for a major like Delta, American, United or something like that, but I would kinda, 
short-term, like to fly for the military, or maybe even be a police officer. 
 
What school do you go to? 
I go to bridgewater state university. 
 
What classes do you take? 
I’m still an aviation major, but I started off with aviation flight training where I would go to the New 
Bedford Training Center 3 times a week and take 1 to 2 hour lessons and that was covered under your 
tuition, and then I switched majors recently to an aviation management major, and now I don’t fly as 
much, but I learn about the logistics of airlines, how to run an airport and stuff like that. 
 
What have you accomplished so far in school? 
So initially when I was doing the flight training major I got my private pilot license, my instrument rating, 
and I got very close to my commercial license, then I switched majors. That was a combination of being 
wait listed and aircraft maintenance and all kinds of stuff, so I decided to pursue the commercial outside 
of school. As far as my new major, I’ve done a lot of stuff with management so I guess I have more 
people skills or something, but you learn how manage other people and you learn more of the human 
element of aviation. 
 
You said you were pursuing your commercial outside of school, have you gotten any closer to that? 
Yea, I have. So, I’ve got the hour requirement done now, its 250 hours to get your commercial license and 
I’m now at 270, so now it’s just test prep. I’m getting ready to take the written and then hopefully go right 
into the checkride. 
 
Did anyone inspire you to become a pilot? If so, who? 

 



 

Definitely my dad, but it happened in a weird way, so when I started flying, he started getting into 
aviation. He’s a pretty good aerial photographer right now so he goes up and does air-to-air shoots now, 
so the more I would fly, the more he would get into it. It’s kind of like a backwards relationship, instead 
of him being a pilot, I was the pilot and so he just kinda fed of me. The more he did it the more I liked it. 
 
What types of planes can you fly?  
Right now, single engine land, anything less 12500 pounds. No high preformance, but I do have my 
complex though, which means I can use a landing gear, variable pitch propeller, and flaps. 
 
When did you decide you wanted to pursue a career in aviation? 
I think career-wise it was the middle of high school, like sophomore or junior year, right around the time a 
solo’d I was like “you know what? This is something I could probably do professionally.” I was doing it 
pretty well at the time, the only thing was money. Then I was thinking, “If someone paid me to fly, 
Imagine a day where I just don’t have to pay to fly it”. I figured if I was willing to pay $100-$200 to fly, 
I’d love to get paid to do it.  
 
  What types of skills are required to be a pilot? 
I think judgement is the #1 skill. If you go out and see something you don’t like, you have to make the 
decision to stop the flight, you always need to have your head on a swivel, be very situational aware, 
understand what your body is doing, what the aircraft is doing, what the weather is doing, and then the 
actual skill of flying comes second. A pilot doesn’t need to start off with all the flying, they need to start 
off with a level head. A logical way to approach problems is probably the best trait.  
 
How long does it take to become a pilot? 
The traditional private pilot gets their certificate within 60 hours of flight training, and that normally takes 
a year, year-and-a-half. If you fly more frequently then you’ll get it done quicker. You also get people that 
start really young, so like I started at 13 or 14, I couldn’t even solo until I was 16, that took me a number 
of years because it legally had to. 
 
What are the stepping stones to becoming a pilot? 
The first thing you want to do is take your first flying lesson. Go out with an instructor, you’ll do all kinds 
of maneuvers. It’s kind of just an introduction to flying that teaches you the very basics of what you’re 
going to be doing. If you think it’s for you, then go match with an instructor, do a whole bunch of lessons. 
You’ll then do your solo, which is kinda you’re first big step, when you fly the airplane alone. From your 
solo you go to your cross countries, and then to the checkride.  
 
Who is allowed to teach you to fly?  
Only certified flight instructors can teach you to fly. Those people have gotten their private pilot license, 
their commercial license, their instrument rating, and their flight instructor license. They go out with the 
FAA as opposed to as when you get your private pilot licence you go out with a designated flight 
examiner, when you get your CFI you go out with the FAA. It’s a free test, you just have to pay for the 
aircraft, and they assess you on your ability to teach and your ability to basically not let a student kill you 
in an airplane.  



 

 
Can anyone become a pilot? 
Yeah, almost anyone can become a pilot if you have, if your vision is poor, if you have any history of 
depression it can stop you in a lot of ways, but aside from the handful of medical issues or if you're on 
any sort of medication, but aside from those medical issues anyone that's willing to put in the effort can 
become a pilot. You have to be over 17 to get your license but other than that you're pretty good. There 
are people that fly that don't even have arms and they do a show of demonstrative ability to the FAA 
saying like I don't need arms to fly an airplane which I think is still kinda crazy but they can do it, so.  
 
How much is safety emphasized when learning to fly? 
That’s like it, people only focus on safety, that's like, before you get in the aircraft, it’s all about safety. 
Before you do your solo the main thing that you're learning is the emergency procedures because before 
you get up in the airplane alone, like you need to know what you're doing so safety is always #1. 
 
Why do you like flying? 
I think its because its just such a professional environment, because even though i'm 21 years old, I get up 
in the airplane and like there are air traffic controllers who have been doing this for years and I'm just as 
important to them as an airline pilot, you're treated immediately like an adult, even when you solo when 
your 16, like Norwood Tower is treating you like you're any other pilot. It’s a level of professionalism 
that you can't get anywhere else. You go to any other job and you're the underling, the intern, you're the 
child, but if you get into this you're immediately given a lot of responsibility. 
 
How much responsibility is that?  
This is a good segway, it's a lot of responsibility, you know, when you're flying a light aircraft like this, 
you can only put 4 people in it, you're still responsible for your life and the people in the plane and 
moreover you are responsible for the people below you. I don't know what it is but you're not , even in an 
emergency you can't cause undue hazard to anyone on the ground so if I lose my engine, I have to pick, 
do iI put in the trees or are am I going to put it in that baseball field cover with kids, like, probably gonna 
avoid the field. So, you have a lot of responsibility especially when things go bad to not hurt anyone else. 
 
What challenges have you had to overcome in your career? 
I think just time management because it's just really hard to like when you're doing like the management 
side of college, you need to dedicate yourself to flight training outside of school as well as school , as well 
as work, so finding the time to really dedicate to studying is probably the hardest part because it's not 
something that you can just, it's not just a test you can study for the night before, you need to constantly, 
everyday you need to do something aviation related.  
 
You've seen amazon, they do a drone delivery system, do you think there's any other practical 
applications to flight other than transport and delivery? 
I think, that's a cool question, I think like, as far as like man flight or drone flight? … I mean, there's 
always like scenic flights that's a thing that people do, banner towing, skydiving, things like that. I think 
it's kind of terrifying that there's gonna be like drones whipping around with my amazon prime 
underneath it, but I think there's always gonna be a new use for it, it's like flying is the road where you 



 

don't need a road. So, I think that there will always be some unique use. You would never have thought 
that there would be farming from airplanes but people are crop dusting and cool stuff like that so i think 
it's a field that you can do anything with. I mean, you got like V-+irgin uh, Virgin Galactic that's going up 
and doing space flights, like that's insane, airliners in space so, yeah.  
 
What has been the most rewarding part of your training so far?  
Probably getting my instrument rating, not even getting my pilot's license but getting my instrument 
rating because then you can fly whenever wherever and it's just really cool.  
 
What's the craziest place you've ever flew too? 
The craziest place I've ever flown too, um my friend and I got a waiver from my school to do it so it's ok, 
my friend in his backyard has a runway, and it's made out of grass, so I got to do a grass landing in my 
friends backyard.  
 
How big is your friend's backyard? 
I think it was like 4,000 feet, so it's a pretty good size runway. But my friend, he owns a mustang (plane) 
so, he flies his mustang out of his backyard so, it's a good runway, but that was awesome, people were 
like, there's a road right before the threshold of the runway and it's just someone's backyard so no one 
expects a plane to be landing there and people were like, minivans were jacking on their brakes because I 
was coming in over the road. 
 
If you could fly one plane what would it be? 
Definitely the raptor, F-22 raptor, that thing is sweet 
 
How many hours do you have? 
Right now I have two hundred seventy. 
 
What's your favorite plane you've flown so far? 
Favorite plane I've flown so far….probably the Arrow, Piper Arrow, I really like flying that airplane, but 
the most unique ones, probably the Texan, I flew the T-6 Texan for 5 or 6 hours and that airplane I mean, 
like you can do barrel rolls and you know you're flying a couple feet off someone else's wing. 
 
Have you done any aerobatics? 
Yeah, I've done some in the Texan, in a Stearman, Steen Skybolt, it's just flying upside down is cool, 
nothing, like literally nothing can beat that. Whenever I'm flying the Arrow, like the commercial 
maneuvers you have to do, you do the Chandelles, Lazy 8’s, and, I wanna go upside down, I know I can't 
in that airplane but I so wanna go upside down. 
 
 


